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Abstract
In this paper we analyze the existing methods for exploring and evaluating the characteristics of
the jump mechanic in video games by comparing qualitative research done in the field of game
studies. For this study we are using the jump as a centerpiece, starting with an analysis of
different methodologies that break down game mechanics and assessing their functionality and
possible effects on players. Primarily this focus will be on how mechanics are broken down from
different perspectives and how these methodologies compare.

The intent behind the review of these methodologies is to objectively simplify the process of
collecting and comparing relevant research in order to familiarize the reader with the concept of
game mechanics and their parts from an assortment of perspectives while also retaining
knowledge on their similarities and differences. This paper comes to the conclusion that one
could argue for the discovery of three thematic similarities between the methodologies.
These similarities are then presented to shape an understanding of how a resonating or
“Harmonic”(Swink, 2008, p.297) systems could be developed.
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1.Introduction
Games have grown to become prevalent in modern society. Games distract, teach and reflect
our thoughts and our world back at us. It might therefore not come as a surprise that interest in
understanding this medium has grown similarly. The aspirations to analyze games ontologically
has with time given rise to a new field of academic research; game studies (Aarseth, 2001). The
basic study of games, however, has not been limited to academic and formal approaches.
People that have experience with games in general, have been influential in many of the
attitudes and thoughts heard today about games. Blogs, forums, online reviews, and published
book;. are all places one can find people voicing their mind on what they think makes a game
fun, engaging or generally worth their time. With time, these kinds of thoughts have attempted
themself useful in the design of games. In some cases giving video game developers general
tools, guidelines or perspectives to consider, and in other cases, trying to reveal the true nature
of human play and games. With time, different perspectives on games have influenced one
another, culminating in some sort of a loosely defined collection of commonality.

This paper is interested in the action of jumping in video games. The aim is to examine
whatever is claimed to be known about actions in video games and further to see how, if at all,
these opinions apply to the action of jumping in video games.  What concepts and ideas could
be important when designing jumping in video games, or video game actions in general. An
important piece of vocabulary that will be essential to this review is the word mechanic as it
relates to games as the main tool of describing their systems. A mechanic is a prevalent word in
the field of ludology and will be explained in greater depth later on. For now mechanics will be
synonymous with actions the player can make within games.

One reason for why the jump is considered so central is due to its historical significance.
Through the extensive research on the philosophy and meaning behind its debatably concurrent
ubiquitous appearance in games, it becomes apparent that jumping has been around for a long
time and will most likely continue to be. Some authors such as Begy (2010) & Lakoff & Johnson
([1980] 2003) suggest that the initial appeal of jumping comes from the metaphorical valuation
we derive from “vertical elevation” which is more famously expressed with; “Up is good…, Down
is bad” (Lakoff & Johnson, [1980]2003) . This scratches the surface on why we apparently like
jumping so much but it becomes enough for us to understand that jumping has become a sort of
cornerstone of game mechanics and is as such an excellent visualization tool .

When approaching the design of games one can often find themselves lost in the multitude of
ludic approaches to breaking down simple game mechanics and interpreting their parts. The
purpose of this is often to understand its functionality from different perspectives and sometimes
also discuss its relative effect on the player interacting with said mechanic.
While there exists no shortage of studies trying to methodize the design/analysis of a game, the
procedure of using them in conjunction is often immensely complicated and often leads to
inaccuracies or confusion due to inconsistent terminologies and so on. Is it possible to centralize
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these methodologies and grasp a simplified understanding that overlaps with what is already
known without becoming contradictory or overly complicated?

1.1.Research Aim
● This paper will attempt to answer what is currently known about video game mechanics

through an analysis of the jump mechanic. In doing so we hope to better understand
mechanics and to further reason about what is required for game mechanics to be
engaging and fun.

● Using the jump mechanic as a point of reference and example this paper will aim to
further our knowledge on how we create harmonic systems by overlapping research and
finding points of mutuality and then discussing the possibility of a systematic approach to
measuring the harmony within this mutuality.

● We hope in the end to see how a selection of sources would prescribe the design of
jumping in video games.

2.Background

2.1.Games Research & Frameworks

2.1.1.Formal Analysis
Lankoski and Björk (2015) describe the different ways formal analysis can be performed on
games. They bring to attention the need for an appropriate vocabulary, as a basis of formal
analysis on games. That being a vocabulary capable of describing different parts of a game
clearly and distinctly (pp. 24-25). The idea of breaking up games into small describable parts is
established. Lankoski and Björk make an example of breaking up a game into the "primitives";
Components, Actions and Goals (pp. 25-26). As a way of breaking down a game, making parts
and how they influence each other available for inspection.

2.1.2.Systematic Breakdown
MDA: A Formal Approach to Game Design and Game Research (Hunicke et.al, 2004)
encourages us to look at games with a different perspective, where the terms components,
actions and goals are not fundamental to the breakdown of a game. Mechanics, Dynamics and
Aesthetics provides a perspective that can be seen as more useful for developers of games, as
it helps bridge the understanding of how games are interacted with and how they provide an
experience. Lankoski and Björk instead provide frameworks perhaps more suitable for
researchers of games as their frameworks often build upon established research methods
originating from other fields, adapted and reworked to be applicable within the context of games.
These are two different perspectives, but as far as this paper is concerned these are just two
different attempts by people to understand games. This paper has as a main focus, to gather
and compare some of the ways authors have proposed games can be divided and interpreted.
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A fundamental assumption made here is that different things are understood about a game,
depending on how one chooses to divide and categorize it. It is from this assumption we derive
that there is use in different ways of understanding games.

2.2.Critical Discourse
When performing a game analysis it is important to establish a language that with some
precision allows us to examine and vocalize different aspects of game experiences and their
systems. When introducing the reader to both targeted and enveloping perspectives it becomes
imperative to redefine their meanings not only to acquaint the reader with these concepts but
also to allow us to separate some of the concept-terminology that is reminiscent or identical by
word but not by definition.The same goes for the other way around; with the principal of clarity
and simplicity in mind some underdeveloped concepts can also be furthered through
comparison which allows us to unite concepts with similar objectives/perspectives under a
common definition.

Zimmerman et.al(Rules of Play,2004) iterate the importance of this process by putting light on
the lack of well-developed ways of vocalbulazing the topics within the field and refers us to
a study from Henry Jenkins (Computer and Video Games Come of Age, 2000) which sets up a
set of rules or important factors for establishing something called “critical discourse”.
While the term critical discourse itself can be seen as an abstract adjective and is not always
defined as that, Its implied ruleset is still applied in a majority of non-empirical game studies

“...Critical vocabulary lets us talk to each other. It lets us share ideas and knowledge, and in
doing so, expands the borders of our emerging field.”

(Zimmerman et.al, Rules of Play, p.24, 2004)

The model for establishing critical discourse includes four pillars:

Training:
A common language facilitates the education of game designers, letting them explore
their medium in more variety and depth.

Generational Transfer:
Within the field, a disciplinary vocabulary lets game designers and developers
pass on skills and knowledge, rather than solving the same over and over in isolation.

Audience-building:
In finding a way to speak about them, games can be reviewed, critiqued and advertised to
the public in more sophisticated ways.
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Buffer Against Criticism:
There are many factions that would seek to censor and regulate the content and contexts
for gaming, particularly computer and video games. A critical discourse gives us the
vocabulary and understanding to defend against these attacks.

(H.,Jenkins.,2000 as referenced by Zimmerman et. al, 2004, ch.1,p.2)

These four pillars will be important to us throughout our discussion making sure our discussions
aren’t just reiterating already well-developed topics, making sure our language is practically
applied but also self-criticizing enough to invoke a sort of inherent “defense” against criticism.
The last pillar in particular is of the most interest. As this paper conducts a study on what for the
most part consists of non-empirical subjects it is incentivised to stay unbiased to the extent of
accepting the existence of two or more “truths” while crossexaminig the material.

2.3.Perspectives of how to study games
An analysis of a game can often be considered a type of semiotic analysis. What this essentially
means is that a study on games is not far off from a study on signs and interpretations. To first
understand how game analysis methodologies have grown and evolved we need to understand
the initial approach to our understanding of what games are. The central debate around this
details a narratological and a ludic approach.

“If you consider a video game as a text, you can analyze it using all the techniques previously
developed in literature. This does not go without complications. How to understand Tetris in
terms of narratives for example, except by using a more abstract definition of what a text
is?”(Bruchansky, 2011, p.1).

Bruchansky(2011) also highlights the need for both the narrative and ludic perspective which in
turn could be interpreted as biased and abstract. Bruchansky however has defined these
concepts as “Storyworlds and Procedural Rhetoric” (p.1). Storyworlds, as the word implies,
entails the entirety of the narrative communication, everything that is being told to the player like
“You can jump here” or “Click here” can be interpreted as part of the “Storyworld”.

The procedural rhetoric grants a ludic perspective and conceptualizes systems as immersive
tools to create non-verbal experiences. According to Bruchansky, “Procedural rhetoric is not
verbal, or  written, it  is rule-based  and immerses  the player into algorithms” 2011: 01).

There are of course many different approaches to how games are analyzed or even categorized
when it comes to their approach and perspective. We are provided with a similar but significantly
different division of these “analytic perspectives” by Wu in their 2012 article, The Style of Video
games graphics: analyzing the functions of visual styles in storytelling and gameplay in video
games.

While there are other as established approaches with the same commonalities and differences
this example gives us a great insight into how much or little these approaches or methodologies
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actually differ. Wu presents us with three perspectives on game experiences; narrative pleasure,
ludic challenge and aesthetic rewards(Wu, 2012, p.4). Two of which we recognize from our
earlier ludic and narrative division. The third one however is the aesthetic reward which
contextually could be categorized in either a narrative experience as per our earlier definition or
a ludic experience due to some aesthetic experiences being built on a combination of ludic
challenges and narrative pleasures(a “legendary” adventure can sometimes be expressed
through its narrative story telling combined with the ludic concept of freedom of playstyle).

Another approach we are presented with in Zimmerman, et.al(2004) is on “Games as
Information Theory Systems.This theory takes advantage of the ludic experience of entropy and
narrative design orchestrating a “path” through the entropy by leaving the player crumbs of
narrative or simply meaningful communications as opposed to the ludic value of aesthetics. That

2.4.What is a Game Mechanic?
‘Game mechanic’ has been a prevalent term in both games research and game development. It
has become an encompassing umbrella term for any simulated interaction within a given game.
It seems to be a term that finds great application and use in general discussion by being non
specified. Concerning games research, however, there comes great benefit in being specific
with defining terms. Many designers and scholars have proposed their specific definition for
mechanics. Sicart (2008) attempts to provide a formal definition for game mechanics, and in
doing so he describes previous definitions and on what specifics they differ. In Sicart’s definition,
mechanics are “methods invoked by agents, designed for interaction with the game state”. For
any definition, the specifics in the definition usually exist to serve some general purpose, or to
make the definition unwavering even in extreme edge cases. For the purposes of this paper it
might not be interesting to talk about these specifics in definitions. What needs to be understood
is that under almost any definition of game mechanics, jumping in video games is a video game
mechanic.

Hunicke et.al (2004) gives a perspective on mechanics that will be frequent throughout this text.
The root concept that the mechanics of a game ultimately shape the experience of playing it.
Hunicke et.al have as a foundational theory, that the rules of the simulation, give rise to systems
that in turn give rise to an experience. A game mechanic in this perspective is the designed
implementation of these rules. The gravity affecting a jumping video game character is a basic
rule of the game that heavily shapes the action of jumping as a whole; jump trajectory and time.
The design of gravity in this example is also the design of jumping as a mechanic. The MDA
framework implies that a game is a soup of virtual rules that play off of each other, to create and
provide a unique aesthetic. Swink (2008) similarly proposes a way to explore the experienced
feel of playing a game. In his approach, Swink divides games into their individual mechanics,
with the aim of seeing how each mechanic informs the feeling of playing. The experience the
game provides, then becomes the collection of experiences afforded to the player by the
mechanics.
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2.5.Perception & Experience
For the purpose of this paper we’ve analyzed the definition of “Perceived value” described in the
article “The Chemistry of Game Design” by Daniel Cook (2006). The perception of value is by
definition bound to the nature of human beings and our interest in learning new skills. Cook
(2006) further explains that a high level of perceived value can be linked to the evolution of
human beings as a species. What he means by this is that the instinct of play comes from our
impulse to learn certain useful behaviors in environments that allow for practice or simply
“without the threat of life threatening failure” Cook (2006).

While we now understand that the perceived value of a skill is related to our instinct to learn
useful behaviors, we still don’t firmly understand what this instinct responds to.
In the article by Cook(2006),, we find some clues as to what it is that drives us to learn certain
skills. “We play because we are built to expect the eventual harvesting of utility from our
apparently useless actions”. What we are able to derive from this is that the initial interaction
with a skill comes with a certain expectation of utility even outside the simulated engagement.

Fabricatore (2007,p.2) presents a fundamentally more narrative model which visualizes this
interaction as a communicative cycle between a player and a system. This perspective is also
heavily centered around the player's perception, which in the author's sense can be described
as successful when the system is able to produce positive experiences within the cycle itself
without any reliance on context outside the game.

Figure 1 Interactive cycle (Fabricatore C., 2007, Gameplay and Game Mechanics: A Key to Quality in Videogames)

As explained by Fabricatore(2007, pp.4-5) “The play experience interactive cycle is centered on
a decision-making process that relies on the information conveyed to the player.” With the
weight of information being heavily emphasized, Fabricatore  goes on to divide information into
two categories; “Aesthetic” and “Functional” information. Aesthetic information being described
as important for immersion and keeping the players attention throughout the gameplay.
Functional information instead covers all detailed communications to the players and is key to
the players decision making within the game.
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Knowing how and why players are motivated in engaging in play we still need to understand
what kind of engagement or experiences we sometimes seek. The list of experiences that we’re
able to define can be made quite tall and is solely limited by human imagination. We are
therefore incentivised to list the experiences with a high relevance to the context of “Platformer”
games and what’s conceivably possible to simulate within that context. Swink (2008 p.10)
provides us with five different but somewhat malleable experiences which we’re able to directly
or indirectly apply to the concept of platforming games; “The aesthetic sensation of control, the
pleasure of learning, practicing and mastering a skill, extension of the senses, extension of
identity and interaction with a unique physical reality within the game. Swink (2008, p.10)
describes these experiences from a very personal perspective using his own experiences to
explain them but still provides a detailed account of his perspective which incidentally overlaps
with some of the descriptions from research made by others. Cook (2007), in a more detailed
manner, explains that a player experiences “...the pleasure of learning, practicing
and mastering a skill” by presenting us with what he calls the “Status of Atoms” where a player’s
perception of their interaction is based on its current state of use ranging from “Unexercised” to
“Burnout”.

____________Figure 2  State of Skill atoms (Daniel Cook, The Chemistry of Game Design,2007)

Another list of experiences with a lot of similarities to Swink’s (2008, pp.69-80) own list comes
from Koster’s 2013 article, Theory of Fun for Game Design, whose perspective is focused on
positive experiences which he practically defines as “fun”. Koster (2013) applies his theory by
relating it to the bell curve distribution of IQ and directly reflects the “seven types of
intelligences” documented by Howard Gardner(1983) in his book “Frames of mind” which today
is more famously known as “The Theory of Multiple Intelligences”.
In Koster’s perspective, fun is derived from people’s own distribution between these
intelligences and is a personal experience or aesthetic that springs from the interconnectivity
between systems and the unique composition of intelligences each person possesses.
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The intelligences and their defined characteristics derived from Howard Gardner(1983) are;
1.Linguistic-verbal
Strengths:
Words, language, and writing
Characteristics:
People with linguistic-verbal intelligence:

● Remember written and spoken information
● Enjoy reading and writing
● Debate or give persuasive speeches
● Are able to explain things well
● Use humor when telling stories

2.Logical-Mathematical
Strengths:
Analyzing problems and mathematical operations
Characteristics:

● People with logical-mathematical intelligence:
● Have excellent problem-solving skills
● Enjoy thinking about abstract ideas
● Like conducting scientific experiments
● Can solve complex computations

3.Bodily-kinetic
Strengths:
Physical movement, motor control
Characteristics
People with bodily-kinesthetic intelligence:

● Are skilled at dancing and sports
● Enjoy creating things with his or her hands
● Have excellent physical coordination
● Remember by doing, rather than hearing or seeing

4.Spatial-Visual
Strengths
Visual and spatial judgment
Characteristics
People with visual-spatial intelligence:
Read and write for enjoyment

● Are good at putting puzzles together
● Interpret pictures, graphs, and charts well
● Enjoy drawing, painting, and the visual arts
● Recognize patterns easily
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5.Musical
Strengths:
Rhythm and music
Characteristics:

● People with musical intelligence:
● Enjoy singing and playing musical instruments
● Recognize musical patterns and tones easily
● Remember songs and melodies
● Have a rich understanding of musical structure, rhythm, and notes

6.Interpersonal
Strengths
Understanding and relating to other people
Characteristics
People with interpersonal intelligence:

● Communicate well verbally
● Are skilled at nonverbal communication
● See situations from different perspectives
● Create positive relationships with others
● Resolve conflicts in group settings

7.Intrapersonal(internally directed, self-motivated)
Strengths:
Introspection and self-reflection
Characteristics:
People with intrapersonal intelligence:

● Analyze their strengths and weaknesses well
● Enjoy analyzing theories and ideas
● Have excellent self-awareness
● Understand the basis for his or her own motivations and feelings

(Cherry, 2021)

Even with a fundamental understanding of the interconnectivity between systems and
experiences, it is still arguable to say that we’re able to concisely continue a critical discourse
while still keeping the review realistically conceivable and plausibly visualized. For this end the
review will need a central theme which guides and visualisez the process of this review.
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2.6.The “Jump” a mechanic or a skill?
Being concerned specifically about the mechanics of a game this paper looks to Daniel Cook
(2007) and his model for the “Skill Atom”. He describes the concept of breaking down a game
into "skill atoms", a self contained framework describing how a player interacts with and learns
any game skill. A player can press a button, see visual response on the screen and model an
understanding that pressing that button performs said activity. A jump is one such skill.

Analyzing the jump as a mechanic further warrants a framework for breaking down a jump
mechanic into its properties. The MDA framework (Hunicke, LeBlanc and Zubek, 2004) defines
the mechanics as the base components of a game. Being any rule or action a player can make.
Sicart (2008), however, tries to exemplify the distinction between rules and mechanics. Sicart
gives examples of how game rules can relate and inform game mechanics. Applying his view on
the jump mechanic in games, one can see that there are many potential rules that influence the
jump as a skill. Gravity is a perfect example of how a fundamental rule of the simulation can
play a huge role in the nature of the mechanic. In order to analyze the jump as a mechanic
deeply, one should have a system for categorizing all that defines a jump.

The article You Say Jump, I Say How High? (Fasterholdt, Pichlmair and Holmgård, 2016) puts
forward such a method, intended for understanding jumps based on data. The article defines a
framework covering 21 basic features of a jump. These 21 features are what Fasterholdt,
Pichlmair and Holmgård are implying to more or less define any 2D jump. The paper then goes
on to analyze how these features of a given jump play a role in defining the general feeling of
performing said jump.

2.7.The Characteristics
To be able to understand what we are perceiving the value of we need to set aside a certain set
of characteristics that guides our research when analyzing our mechanic/skill.
What is perceived as characteristics in this paper are the defined attributes of both skills and
mechanics. These attributes or characteristics as we call them collectively are diversely
described by different experts in the field (Fasterholdt.M, et al, 2016; Swink.S,2008).

To know what characteristics that interests us we look at the characteristics described as being
meaningful or impactful to the player’s perception of the game or mechanic/skill. These are
sometimes conceptualized as entire systems such as “Smoke effects” or fatigue systems but
can sometimes also consist of simple values such as gravity,friction or other constants that add
to or change the player experience. By collectively specifying these concepts as characteristics
we clarify our intent of gathering this data under a certain expectation of relevance to the
mechanic/skills intended function.
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2.7.1.Measurable Characteristics
FasterHoldt.M, et al. (2016) show us the results of
analyzing the jump mechanic in a selection of games.
These results present us with 21 measurable
“features” that are relevant to our perception of the
skill.

Source: FasterHoldt.M, et al., You Say Jump, I Say How High?
Operationalising the Game Feel of Jumping, 2016

Figure 3: Visualization of the literature review process defining
Characteristics/Attributes/Parts/Primitives

Adding to this list, Swink (2008) presents a somewhat overlapping but still consistent category
of different sets of metrics; Input and Response metrics. Just like the name suggests these
characteristics consist of values or effects with a direct correlation to the mechanic/skill in
question.

2.7.2.Audio & Visual Effects
When we approach studies on game design and their perception, the discussion often
tangelizes on the more direct features that the players are able to describe without any prior
experience of game design or the game itself. For the player to be able to describe these
features the player would need to be able to recognize the presented feature or effect as
something of the same nature or at least something that inhibits the same behavior/attributes of
a recognizable feature. To achieve this we sometimes rely on Sound or Visual effects to
stimulate these recognizable features.  Swink (2008) presents these features as “Polish Metrics”
which essentially consists of 4 categories of features that act outside the direct functionality of
the mechanic; Animation, Visual,Sound,Cinematic and Tactile effects. Cinematic mostly refers to
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camera effects and tactile effects which is
used to refer to effects outside the normal
scope of available media such as rumble
features on a controller which can
sometimes be specific design choices
tailored for certain consoles or operating
systems.

Figure 4 Case study on Castlevania: Dawn of
Sorrow (Game Feel: A Game Designer's Guide to
Virtual Sensation by Swink.S, 2008)

2.8.Context & Contextual design
Context in most definitions act like catalysts but can also be found to determine the perception
of a game experience altogether, it is of course contextual. The use of context in the perspective
of analyzing games is the very core to understanding the relationship between the two most
central focal points of analyzing games; The Game itself and how it’s experienced. This is
essentially asking the question of why these two are related which in turn will bring us to the
perhaps most debated subject. There is however a certain sense of agreement when it comes
to well documented and discussed mechanics which have been prevalent in a majority of
games.
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“As a game mechanic, jumping has become nearly ubiquitous. Board games featuring jumping
have existed for over one thousand years…” (Bell [1973] 2008; Murray 1952; Parlett 1999,Begy
2011)

2.8.1.The Dominating Genre
When we think of video game genres our thoughts often go to Adventure,Racing, Strategy and
other genres that somewhat explain the play experience of the game. These however, are not
the genres we’re looking for. Svitlana, et.al(2018) gives us a division based on the players'
activities within the game. These activities are then categorized depending on the type of
activity the player performs within the game.

● Games of Communication - centered around communication, information gathering and
learning about the world

● Games of Action - Movement , using weapons or other equipment
● Games of Control - Management, distributing and or commanding different units.

These genres, while accessibly defined, are not able to portray gameplay in modern games as
sufficiently as we would like. This is where the term “Dominating Genre” comes into play as
modern games are known to often consist of amalgamations of designs and mechanics making
alot of modern games multigenered. The dominating genre can usually be found by analyzing
the form of gameplay that occurs throughout the majority of the game. While jumping (for
example) in most Platforming games acts as a center mechanic, jumping in “Role Playing
Games” like Blizzard's 2004 World of Warcraft fills no obvious role other than making navigating
feel less restrictive as there are no hurdles the player need to cross by jumping. The jump itself
quickly becomes obsolete as the player acquires the ability to fly instead.

2.8.2.The Metaphorical Context
Begy (2011) attempts to reason around the significance of jumping in games. As an introductory
argument he introduces us to orientational metaphors, Arguing that the underlying reason for
the prevalence of jumping within games comes from our innate positive association with height.
GOOD IS UP (pp. 3-4), is a metaphor that jumping can express very well. Be that jumping over
enemies or the environment. It seems to be that virtual challenges that are overcome by some
sort of a jump, speaks to some very rudimentary levels of appeal.

He explains the term “The dominating jump”(not to be confused with “dominant genre”), as any
mechanic where the jumping object is in a dominant position relative to that which is being
jumped over. The dominating jump expresses the orientational metaphor of “GOOD IS UP”. It is
obvious that in quantifying a dominating jump, one must evaluate the relative aspect of what
constitutes progress or “dominant position”.
With this, Begy creates an indirect connection between the popularity of jumping in games, and
the way players understand the action relative to the virtual world. In other words, the context
that informs a mechanic is not just a spice that gives taste to the jump; context is fundamental in
giving meaning to mechanics.

Begy equally highlights context, as a very important aspect of any player's interaction with
mechanics. Swink(2008, pp.92-93) gives a specific example on jumping, when he asks the
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following question. “If Mario Nintendo's 1996 title Super Mario 64 was surrounded by white
liminal space, does it matter that mario can jump at all?” Swink specifies context as the
simulated space and level design. To him, the context that informs the jump is “the unique
physical reality of the game world”, the layout of the game world and how things in it interact.

Swink seems to make a distinction between this type of context and others as he separately
explains the concept of polish, as any effect that enhances the interaction between objects.
Might that be a sound or visual effect attached to the jump. Swink argues that these design
choices affect the player's perception of the game world, with the simulatory logic of the game
remaining unchanged.  “Polish is any effect that enhances the interactions between objects in
the game world” (Swink,2008,p.94)

Both Begy and Swink make an effort to frame the importance of metaphors, and how they give
meaning to a mechanic or game. Metaphors exist as a collection of understanding, built from
previous experiences. This understanding will be unique for each player.

2.8.3.The Player’s Context
Each player could be considered a unique agent that interacts with a system depending on their
own disposition of personal traits. This incentivizes us to recognize a whole area of contextual
perceptions that could change the resulting experience between any player and game system.
There are, in a sense, endless things that could give context to a game mechanic. Every player
will come to a game with a unique set of experiences. Every game will draw upon a different set
of conventions and metaphors to convey their message. Whatever metaphors the player
understands and doesn’t, has a role in determining end experience. This concept is highlighted
to a greater extent by the likes of Koster (2013, p. 106), who is specific about there being
different kinds of fun for different people. Koster goes on to describe how a certain person will
draw enjoyment out of figuring out puzzles and tasks that intrigues and challenges their brain
specifically. Others like Hunicke et.al(2004), in their mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics
framework, do not address the unique player as a factor at all. The framework instead calls the
emotional responses a mechanic might evoke in the player as “desirable”. Desirable meaning
that the feeling any set of mechanics induces in the player can not be fully determined, but that
we can to some degree assume what a normative player ought to experience.

2.8.4.In Depth Context
Throughout this chapter the notion of ever reaching a finalizing conclusion should have been
reduced to a negligible sum, There is however an immeasurably large amount of context with
differentiating amounts of relevance to a players response or perception of a game system that
still has not been presented here. Categories such as culture,Art history, visual psychology or
even new media are presented by Yin(The Style of video game graphics,2012) in a study
analyzing the aesthetics of visual styles. The study makes an in depth analysis estimating the
relevance of the aforementioned categories in video games while building up to a framework of
determining an array of visual styles.Yin(2012) achieves this through an extensive literature
review followed up by case studies of semiotics in video games. The author describes which
case the study becomes highly speculative. This is of course within the nature of semiotic
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studies but in depth semiotic analysis can often veer into a psychiatric,social or even cultural
analysis which is why the author concludes the study with a buffer. We are left with frameworks
described as having “limited” validation(Yin,2012), these frameworks, while limited in their
validation, become of use to us by exemplifying an in-depth framework depicting the visual
aspect of game systems.
What’s prevalent in this study is how video game art styles are intrinsically amalgamations of
modern and historic aesthetics constantly mutating into something new while at the same time
growing in relevance as more and more people bring new perspectives into the design process.
Wu categorizes video game styles using two frameworks of division between abstract and
realistic styles. The two styles consist of subcategories of styles such as decorative or sensory
abstraction or even conventionalized and distorted realism while the understanding of these
contextually relevant factors can provide incredible nuanced insight and in some rare cases
even be deterministic to a game's experienced value. These insights are however abundantly
complex and according to the author still a comparatively wide analysis with much room for an
even more in depth framework.

The purpose of this chapter was to reflect the vastness of game design and the different areas
involved in designing gaming systems. What is interesting to note however would be the focus
on abstraction and realism which was considered relevant in almost every scenario.

2.9.Harmony and Synesthetics
Throughout the background of this paper the methods of game analysis together with an
in-depth review of the theoretical disposition of properties and perceptions of game mechanics
have been presented. Each segment presents its own set of variables which we lightly define as
“Soft & Hard Metrics”(Swink, 2008, pp.82-24). Between all the “Soft & Hard Metrics”(descriptive
definitions for speculative and intrinsic values) that you as a designer or analyst is able to
measure exists an interconnective resonance. The practice of connecting these into what we
perceive as positive experiences is sometimes referred to as “harmonizing
components”(Swinks, 2008, p.297). The word harmony is used frequently by game analysts as
a way to describe the pleasant resonance we feel when interacting with different systems.
Koster(2013, p.94) uses harmony to describe the “Aesthetic appreciation” and offers other
descriptive terms alongside harmony such as delight, thrill and other suggestively positive
descriptions.

Similarly Superbrothers(n.d) present the concept of “synesthetic” design which is explained to
be the idea of composing the elements of a game object together that all communicate the
same thing. Specifically the synesthetic concept focuses on the audiovisual elements of a
narrative component, in their own example the coin in Nintendo's 1983 Super Mario Bros is
used to highlight the components interconnective resonance ”Coins looked like they sounded
and they sounded the way they behaved in the context of the mechanics”(Superbrothers, n.a,
n.d).
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Fabricatore(2007, pp.7-11) showcases this type of symmetry by analyzing the “Rocket jump”
mechanic in Software Ids game series Quake. This case study tangles together the audiovisual
responses of the games at the time unique space and physics system. While the case study
doesn’t try to delve too deep into the polish metrics of the game, it does display a similar interest
in analyzing the interconnective symmetry within narrative components.

3.Methodology

3.1.Data Collection
This paper will attempt to present sources that are the most influential and prevalent in the ludic
field of mechanics. Identifying the sources in this literature review was a slight challenge. There
is no overt lack of sources one could potentially choose, but the field is non-empirical in nature.
Many useful sources are nonscientific, meaning that the field in general has few established
views this paper can refer to as a baseline. This leads to an evaluation that needs to be done in
order to gain greater overall understanding of the jump mechanic. The challenge is to evaluate
the relevance of sources, based on not only the content but also how often they appear to show
up as references in other useful contexts. The end result is that the selection of sources is
biased in some way based on our evaluation meaning some perspectives will not be covered.
Therefore, it is imperative to the study to engage with informal sources as well as established,
ratified theory as game mechanics are often short-lived and personal to the player experiencing
them.

Google scholar was used to take an initial sample of any research done on game mechanics &
game experiences. A large contingent of source acquisition was performed by looking through
the reference list of relevant articles.

Because the aim of this paper is to gather the views of the entire field, we are also considering
non-scientific literature that is heavily referenced in other articles we find. Google was searched
with the same keywords as those used with Google Scholar in order to find those sources that
might not show up on a more academic database.

The keywords used for the search were: Game mechanics, Game skills, Jumping in games,
Perceived value, Game feel, Game Aesthetics, Game Semiotics.

3.2.Data Digestion

3.2.1.Source Evaluation
In order to make a subjective evaluation of the collected literature we are incentivised to derive
our own comparative model out of models typically used for other non-empirical analysis
methods. One of these methods is the “Minirisk method” (Tonnquist 2021,p.250)  which is
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typically used for projecting the potential risk and leveraging it together with the likelihood of it
taking place. Instead of risk and likelihood, we have projected the standards for establishing
critical discourse, previously mentioned in section (2.2.Critical Discourse).
Similar to the minirisk method we assessed the emergence of these standards within the
literature together with a nuanced evaluation of relevance to its own context. Unlike the minirisk
method, however, we have presented the arguments as positives and negatives, implying its
potential standing within the context of that standard. This particular method is inspired by the
Swedish Institute for Quality management’s (SIQ) Management model (2020:01). This model
includes a process for management evaluation which indicates an abstract but directed
perspective of evaluation. This in turn uses the contextual subject to evaluate its results. In other
words, phrasing these standards into questions of relevance and appearance allows us to argue
for a potential positive or negative valuation.

With the help of the game research guidelines provided to us by Lanksoski & Björk (2015) and
referenced in the earlier chapter(2.1. Game Research & Frameworks, pp. 5-6) together with the
criteria for critical discourse gathered by Henri Jenkins (2000) also referenced in the earlier
chapter(2.2. Critical Discourse, pp. 6-7) we are able to hold up our chosen literature to a
standard with some degree of specificity. The degree to which these standards are met is
something that can be discussed. While some of the writers of our collected literature tend to
reference and adapt these standards directly like Zimmerman et.al (2004,p.2), the credibility is
still left to the authors discretion which gives us reason to reevaluate these sources. That being
said it's important to note that these standards are simply the outlinings for the ever evolving
consensus and that even core concepts can viably be redefined or morphed. Definitions while
useful in guiding our thoughts and language, helping us pass on our findings and
understandings can become limiting and should be reevaluated with appropriate intervals or
ideally whenever we are discussing the subject.

According to Koster (2013,p.24);
“Practically speaking, defining terms is useful. But an overemphasis on definitions can be
dangerous. Held in too orthodox a manner, definitions become a way of shutting down
communication and insight. For us, a definition is not a closed or scientific representation of
‘reality’. For a designer, the value of a definition is its ability to serve as a critical tool for
understanding and solving design problems. In other words, by including definitions, our
intention is not to exclude other definitions that might complement or contradict our own. We
wholeheartedly acknowledge that our definitions, concepts, and models leave some things out
and work better in some circumstances than others. But this doesn't lessen their overall utility.”
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3.2.2.Identifying Mutual Points
Due to the non-empirical nature of game design theory it becomes hard to formulate any sort of
hard truth on the subject. We are however able to perceive commonalities through observation
of mutual points in the selected material. A commonality can be described as a recurring theme
which in our case is found in the descriptions of our theoretical components. These themes are
recognized through three different types of identifiers;
1.The use of similar terminology when describing similar aspects between several texts
2. in-depth relevance, do the descriptions agree with each other on some points?
3. Synergy, how compatible are these descriptions when overlapped and forced into the same
perspective? Does it still make sense?

3.2.3. Simplifying established Commonalities(Mutual points)
In an attempt to understand the identified commonalities this study attempted to freely reason
and speculate forward a way of simplifying how the found mutual points can be perceived.

4.Results

4.1.Critical analysis
Throughout this review we’ve gone through the results of several studies, some with the
purpose of providing either contrast or depth but others have also provided us with frameworks
that guide analysts through the analysis of a game. The field of gamestudies is broad with
literature that conducts studies using a plethora of methodologies. As analysts we are
recommended to remain critical to the subject we are examining to shape the most unbiased
and objectively true perspectives possible. Below is a table detailing a review of the sources, in
accordance with the method mentioned in section (3.2.Methodology, pp. 20-21).
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Title Training (Credentials,
Structure,
Background)

Generational
-Transfer(Relevance,
Emergence,
Coverage)

Audience-Building
(Language,
Accessibility,
Applicability)

Buffer Against
Criticism
(Self-Criticism,
Forum, Response)

Primitive
deconstruction
(Components
Actions and Goals)

Daniel Cook- The Chemistry of
Game Design (2007)

+Use of established
terminology
-Weak reference list
-Weakly established
concepts(Perceived
value,Player
Interaction)
-No formal training

+Often referenced
+Clear and simple
inquiry of furthering
the topic

+Interesting
analogies
+ Captivating
language
+Simple yet
Definitive phrasing

-Low amount of
self-criticism on
paper
+Active dialogue with
community

+Actions into
Components(Chain->
Atom->Atom parts)
-Perceived value not
deconstructed

Steve Swink - Game Feel (2008)
-Ideas mostly come
from the author
-Uses established
terms in unexpected
contexts

+Often referenced
+Influential
+covers many areas

+Personal anecdotes
+Text and Pictures to
explain
+Simple explanations

+Establishes a self
critical foundation
+Practiced and well
reviewed frameworks

+Subdivisions within
all concepts
-Some unfounded
divisions

MDA: A Formal Approach to
Game Design and Game
Research

+Formally Educated
authors(Computer
Science,Philosophy)

+Incredibly influential

-Limited to one
perspective

+Easily understood
+Ideas easily
applicable in design

+-Somewhat narrow
scope

+Practiced and well
reviewed frameworks

+Tangible division
-Biased
deconstruction(Aesth
etics)

Raph Koster- Theory of Fun For
Game Design 2nd Edition

+Formal
Education(Arts)
+Professionally

+Often referenced
+Influential
+Well received

-Complex in some
areas
-Delves into

+Practiced and well
reviewed frameworks
+open channels for

+Tangible divisions
-Lack of divisions
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Title Training (Credentials,
Structure,
Background)

Generational
-Transfer(Relevance,
Emergence,
Coverage)

Audience-Building
(Language,
Accessibility,
Applicability)

Buffer Against
Criticism
(Self-Criticism,
Forum, Response)

Primitive
deconstruction
(Components
Actions and Goals)

accredited
+Excellent use of
established research

psychological areas
+Interesting
connections

critique
+Establishes a self
critical foundation

Carlo Fabricatore- Gameplay and
Game Mechanics: A Key to
Quality in Videogames

+Formal
Education(Ph.D
Serious
gaming,Computer
Science)
+Excellent use of
established research

+Well cited
+Often referenced
+covers an
overlapping area
+Well received

+Accessible rhetoric
+Wide scope
+ Reasonably
in-depth

+Strong reference list
-Moves on quickly
from topics
-Deterministic
language

+Interesting
perspective
-Does not bring too
much new data

Martin Fasterholdt, Martin
Pichlmair:You say Jump i say how
high

+Formal
Education(MsC
Game Design)
+Head of Game
Design studies
+Active Game
designer
+Fair use of
established research

-Comparatively not
as relevant to other
material
-Not often cited
-No clear inquiry for
furthering the subject

+Captivating
language
+Interesting read
+Extensive
visualization
-Extensive use of
irregular terminology
-Extremely in-depth

+Strong reference list
+Thorough and
in-depth analysis
+nuanced
perspective
+Open language
+Lots of Hard Metrics

+Excellent
deconstruction of
Hard Metrics
+Clear goals
+relevant
deconstruction

Christophe Bruchansky: Semiotics
in Video Games

+Formal
Education(Digital
Arts,Philosophy)

+Strong relevance
+Simplification of
remerging definitions

+Accessible rhetoric
+Wide scope
+Reasonably

-Weak reference list
-Short and
inconclusive

+Good
deconstruction of
game analysis
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Title Training (Credentials,
Structure,
Background)

Generational
-Transfer(Relevance,
Emergence,
Coverage)

Audience-Building
(Language,
Accessibility,
Applicability)

Buffer Against
Criticism
(Self-Criticism,
Forum, Response)

Primitive
deconstruction
(Components
Actions and Goals)

+Active engagement
in the field
-Short professional
background
-

+Simplification of
larger concepts.
+Summarizes
analytical
perspectives

in-depth
-Difficult to apply

-relies on
declarations of
uncertainty as buffers

perspective.
-Lacks nuance and
depth

Diagram 1: Results of  Critical Review
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4.2.How we Analyze Games
There is a difference between what the sources say about games, and how the sources seem to
get to their answers. There are certain cases, as with the MDA framework and Game Research
Methods, that seem to derive ways of describing games from some academic foundation. Other
cases like Chemistry of Game Design arrive at pretty clear descriptive models from reasoning
and influence, or rather what just seems logical to the author. Theory of Fun is a book that
attempts to draw conclusions after establishing a foundation inspired by psychology. What all of
the literature seems to have in common, however, is that even in the more rigorous academic
publications one does not get away from making assumptions about games and the human
interaction with them. One might set out to perfectly describe games or gameplay but any
framing one chooses will run the risk of missing either some detail or some larger
interconnectivity. The way we analyze games seems to commonly be philosophical in its
essence.

What is perhaps the important thing to note here is that even despite all the different reasons,
and ways the selected sources describe games. What is fundamentally said is not all that
varied. Many terms and definitions differ on details, and the greater view of what games
fundamentally are, frame the different perspectives. On a bigger scale, however, the sources
seem to share many thoughts about what is and is not important when it comes to gameplay.

4.3.Mutual Elements
On the subject of Game mechanics,skills atoms, experience, perceived value and objects
three commonalities were identified within the descriptions and discussions of these
components(from within the selected material).

4.3.1.Risk

When revisiting the chapters and texts describing or discussing the interactions between the
players and systems one of the key elements that Swinks(2008, p.198) and Cook(2007)
describes is risk.
Sicart(2008) and Fabricatore(2007, pp. 4-5) however bring a wider perception(information
systems and functional information) which in principle includes all the object-oriented
communications to the player. Fabricatore goes somewhat further in his depth-analysis and
presents us with “Functional information”(2.5.Perception & Experience, pp. 9-10) which
thematically describes it being used in the same way a typical risk analysis would use
information ergo leveraging the information to form a decision.

4.3.2.Quantity of Information

The subject of information comes through in all of the literature referenced in the earlier
segment(4.3.1 Risk, p.25). What this literature describes is the players' analysis of a game,
meaning that it tries to connect the design with the intended experience. In the chapters on
“games as information theory systems” and “Games as Systems of information” in Zimmerman's
et. als(2007, ch.16,17) book we first see the concept of “Noise” introduced which implies that
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intent and results of communicated information can sometimes be filtered out by players as
noise which in turn could lead to players ignoring or completely missing that information.
The “Quantity of information” is a collective term for this concept which instead tries to
summarize the information that is perceived by the player when all the components of a
gameobject behave as intended.

4.3.3.Realism

When speaking about realism we are referring to the recurring references of styles when
designing game components. It is mostly heavily mentioned in the chapter on In-depth
context(2.8.4 In-depth Context, pp.18-19) where the theme is mostly considering the graphical
style of game components and comparing different realistic and abstract styles.

5.Discussion & Conclusion
It becomes apparent that there exists some type of coherency between the literature referenced
in this paper. All throughout the review of this paper one could argue that these papers together
with some thorough examination could be devised into a collected and synchronized
understanding of game mechanics and the designing process.
The problem with this was arguably the vast amount of information that would be channeled
through this paper which could eventually just become noise to the reader. Besides the matter
of “attention-scoping” an in depth analysis was required to find a unified understanding of
relevancy between the game systems and the experiences that players have while interacting
with them. But the first question that needed to be answered was the question of validity and
credibility which was argued and discussed in the summarized diagram above (Diagram 1). With
that foundation we move on to an in depth discussion on interconnective parts and players

5.1.Developing the optimal method
Having sorted through an extensive selection of analysis methods it is safe to say that the
number of approaches could be considered endless and constantly evolving. But If our
perception is ever evolving how can we ever determine any foundation to center our theories
around? Between the ludic and narrative approach there were of course significant amounts of
recurring instances of familiarity between them as they often work to compliment each other in
the context of dividing parts. Some parts while properly defined usually wouldn't look like
anything other than noise in one perspective but could be detrimental in the other. The jumps'
gravity or inputs could be considered a part of the narrative but to understand its fundamental
composition would require a ludic perspective which categorizes abstract definitions like
“Spacey jumps” “Dominant jumps” and other concepts conceived through design. In this method
we want to argue for some properties that seem to have been mentioned or used broadly
without being firmly cemented among our selected material.

While we had presented the different properties of game mechanics and skills earlier in this
paper there is no notion as to how these properties should be treated or viewed. We are
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therefore presenting an in-depth view of these properties beyond their intrinsic value. This
model presents a mixed perspective of both a ludic and narrative approach. The model
highlights abstract concepts, “Soft & Hard metrics”(Swink, 2008, pp.82-84) as well as direct and
indirect semiotic metrics.

The entire reasoning behind this however is supported through the majority of the literature
where the ludic expression “harmony/dissonance” or “synesthetics”(Superbrothers, n.d) often
tries to characterize the value or the goal of approaching so called “Soft metrics” by showing
how games with a high resonance within themselves is often more favored by the player.
Fabricatore(2007, pp.7-11) showcases this symmetry by analyzing the “Rocket jump” mechanic
in Software Ids game series Quake. This case study tangles together the audiovisual responses
of the games at the time unique space and physics system. While the case study doesn’t try to
delve too deep into the polish metrics of the game, its greatest value is found in the display of
relevance between our previously presented literature where the author(Fabricatore,2007,p.8) is
directly referencing the models and divisions presented in the material of our literary review.

We start off the model by providing an in depth division of Perceived experiences or as we’ve
earlier known it the “Perceived value”. Here we try to estimate the properties of game
mechanics within three categories; Realism, Quantity of Information and Risk.

5.2.Three Aspects of Perceived Value:

5.2.1.Realism

“We play because we are built to expect the eventual harvesting of utility from our apparently
useless actions” (Cook.D, 2007)
What this hints at is that we sometimes expect the skill to have some type of root in reality but
while this aspect of valuation is valid on its own it's important to remember “people exhibit
consistent biases in how they weigh their actions” (Cook.D, 2007) and can as such also value
the disconnect from reality in different ways.

While realism by itself is an abstract concept, we help visualize it by looking at how the term has
been used in the field by experts in the field(Cook.D, 2007; Swink.S, 2008; Fasterholdt.M, et al.,
2016). Their research treats realism like a threshold value where the realistic value or version of
the characteristic is initially determined and then compared to its in-game counterpart.
For example Swink(2008, pp.159-160) uses realism as a descriptive property of both animations
and sound Effects, he however argues that a connection to reality is not “necessarily a
worthwhile goal”. This simply tells us that realism can sometimes be a factor, sometimes not and
at other times somewhere in between. Swink(2008, p.172) presents a case study contrasting
the spectrum of realism in games by showcasing Nintendo's 2008 Mario Kart: Wii and Microsoft
Games 2005 Project Gotham Racing 3. The study in summary emphasizes the importance of
harmony in the games properties, striving for a specific realistic or unrealistic style can be
argued for in both ways and will constantly evolve with our perception of things.
“Usually, soft metrics combine to form a sense, nebulous but always evolving, about what the
experience of playing the game is for all players everywhere”(Swink, 2008, p.84). The example
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in the case study however showed that while Microsoft Games 2005 Project Gotham Racing 3
had for its time achieved arguably high end results of photorealistic gameplay, its “cartoony”
counterpart had achieved a better result in harmonizing parts with its intended style.
This essentially highlights the need to measure the realistic property of our “parts” to seek the
“magical” essence often known as harmony.
The relevance of realism is also heavily prevalent in the report written by Yin(The Style of video
game graphics,2012) where the realistic or abstract style is considered in every aspect of the
graphical evaluation(2.8.4.In-depth context, pp.18-19).

5.2.2.Quantity of Information

Another aspect we are able to derive from the article by Cook(2007) is the quantity of
information the player has to account for before making decisions. Whilst the human brain's
capacity is quite vast, it is explained that exceeding these limits often results in players relying
on “highly predictable ‘gut’ reactions” when making decisions. This aspect is constantly referred
to in the research done by Swink.S(2008) when explaining the “Perceptual field” of players. The
perceptual field being an assembly word for the player's senses which the game can interact
with and the information that gets processed through them.
This also presents us with metrics for response time; illuminating how fast we are able to
process incoming information and then translate these into almost immediate responses.

This helps us divide quantified information into three different sizes; Abundant where the
decision process is overloaded with information resulting in a more strategic approach,
Ignorable where the relevance is close to nil, allowing players to achieve desired results without
considering this characteristic and Quick meaning that the information received was relevant
enough to be considered by the player but not overly complicated allowing the player to make a
decision at peak response time.

Information Theory

With the understanding that players process information in different ways we need to quantify
what information actually is to be able to measure this quality. In Zimmerman's(2004, ch.16, p.2)
book he presents an in-depth analysis on “Information Theory” furthering the study of
information gathering and what is considered information in this context.
The book makes two distinctions in ratifying what information is; the first being that
While “meaning” is sometimes communicated in information it is absolutely disconnected from
the understanding of what information actually is. The second point he makes is a bit tougher to
grasp as it defines information as a measurement of uncertainty. "When a situation is completely
predictable, no information is present."(Koster,2013, ch.16, p.3) What he essentially means is
that information in our context works on suggestion and not meaning which sets up a
perspective that is able to derive information as interpretive pieces instead of being parts in a
larger piece of a “truth”.

“Information theory concerns signal transmission, it is a formal way of looking at the
mathematical structure of a signal, rather than a semiotic way of looking at its content”  (Koster,
2013, ch.16, p.3) what this essentially portrays is that information is a question of perception as
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well, meaning that any piece of perceived data can be measured as information as the player
process it and tried to assert its purpose.
“information is a measure of how certain you can be about the nature of a signal” (Koster, 2013,
ch.16, p.3)

5.2.3.Risk

The third aspect of perceived value that has been established is risk.
Whilst the previous two aspects have arguably firmer claims in our collected literature, one
interesting mention of risk we have from Cook(2007) is the initial instinctual response to playing
in environments “without the threat of life threatening failure”. This response is in its essence an
evaluation of risk and is affected by the same biases that exist for the previous two aspects.
In this sense the biases for evaluating risk- can exist in the perception of what we see as risks
and how we measure the odds for those risks.

Swinks(2008) mentions the importance of risk when setting up the game rules.
Since we are usually always weighing the risk vs the reward. In the article by Swinks (2008)
Asteroids is used as an example to elevate the relationship between these two rules.
The example used mentions the frailty of the ship in asteroids and the resulting spiking valuation
of finding “lives” in the game.  “This sense of value, risk and reward affects feel by driving the
player”(Swink.S, Game Feel, 2008). We can see another, a more hidden example from
Swink(2008) where he points out that the built in loss of control when executing a “Fierce
punch” attack (One of Zangief's attacks from Street Fighter 3) results in a conscious risk-reward
calculation by the player. Failing to land a hit with the attack would render the player open to
attacks for approximately 750 ms. Breaking this example down we’re able to see two main
parts: The risk of vulnerability and the reward of landing a hit.

“People exhibit consistent
biases…, they’ll often
undertake bizarre risks
because they are unable to
properly evaluate statistical
odds”(Cook.D, 2007) this
inability to evaluate certain
odds leaves players to rely
on feel which acts as the
other layer to our definition of
the perceived value; the
player context.

Figure 5 the perceived values visualized as spectrums
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5.3.Applying the framework
Just like previously exhibited by Koster(2013) our preferred or most practiced intelligences are
the components that eventually creates our disposition of preferences and strengths. We are
however able to note the existence of preferences within the earlier mentioned context
(Risk,Quantity of Information and Realism) together with the fact that the majority of the
research that has been around the theme of the jump we’re able to suggest a framework which
in theory is most applicable to Games with platforming or action elements or in shorter
cognitively challenging games. The idea behind the three components are to show and indicate
harmony in a game. To explain this in a more visual manner we can for example break apart the
jump in Nintendo's 1996 Super Mario 64. Without having read this thesis one could get a grasp
of how much information is being communicated to them, the challenge or risk involved and
their likening to the abstract style. With further questioning one could inquire on specific parts of
the game as well, The interesting part is that we are able to come up with two answers from the
player. One would be the perceived experience and the other their personal preference to that
experience, with even further inquiries we would possibly also be able to find out more about
where these preferences stem from but to ases that information accurately one would need a
foundation in psychology and behavioral studies.  The argument here is that these values, while
interesting to read or discuss, are always more valuable in the form of testing results.  The goal
of the designer would be to achieve fluid curves in perception, meaning that each individual part
tested should range in the same range of perception. For example when breaking apart Super
Mario 64s Jump we are able to apply these three estimations on almost every aspect of the
mechanic and arguably the rest of the functional parts of the game as well.
Instead of going through a long list of examples, we could take one example of an arguably
small component like input response and an extremely encompassing part such as the Jump
itself together with all its contextual relevance within the game.
Input response time can by itself carry a risk to the player in all contexts due to the obviously
delayed ability to respond to “surprise” systems which in our context often means an enemy
popping out of the ground to attack mario. The quantity of information can almost be
exponentially increased as each individual decision taken will need to be calculated with the
response time in mind making this component relevant in almost every aspect.
Thirdly the style of realism/abstraction which at first hand sounds irrelevant is actually incredibly
relevant depending on the context of the game. by itself a slow response time can be seen as
sluggish or even buggy but with the right context for example mario being poisoned or dizzy it
will instead seem appropriate. Measuring these aspects(Risk,QoI and Realism) on the jumping
system as a whole can sometimes show whether the risk is curving, linear or even irregular,
Looking at the QoI we can grasp how much information that needs to be communicated to the
player and with a look at its realistic/abstract see if there exists any coherency
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5.4.Conclusion 1: The best approach to designing mechanics.
The material referenced in this thesis presented a wide but generously overlapping
understanding of game mechanics,systems and their aesthetic expressions with the jump in
focus we believed that the focus could be sufficient to reach a depth where a larger
understanding could be developed but as we delved into the foundation of these theories more
and more loose threads presented themselves as the research in general is limited to its own
field. Meanwhile, the connection to behavioral, social or even psychological studies becomes
more and more apparent as we analyze the background of our research.
However the coherency between the material is not to be overlooked as reading and
understanding each one hastens the understanding of the next one. While some expressions
are unique to some texts there is a strong occurrence of established vocabulary. While this can
be argued to be the cause of the material sometimes being referenced in one another it is still
not without reason to affirm some root in its content. The approach to designing mechanics no
matter the intended experience is to materialize a conscious ludic concept with a harmonious
composition to itself meaning that each system that the player experiences and interacts with
should be resonant with itself. Each element of the gameobjects within the games space should
communicate relevant(to the mechanic/object) audiovisual information achieving what we call a
synesthetic design.

5.4.1 Creating synesthetic game objects/mechanics
To intentionally use synesthetic design one should reflect back to the chapter on
Characteristics(2.7.Characteristics, pp.14-15) where we dissect the jump mechanic as an
example and uncover some of its properties and variables. Having the audiovisual
characteristics communicate the same “information or message” can become quite a
convuluting task as the question of what this means is a complicated matter.
when looking in-depth into the audiovisual characteristics of an object/mechanic we’re able to
simplify the information it communicates by looking at its primitive communication. To simplify
this process we’ve reiterated the model for synesthetic design described in the earlier
chapters(2.9 Harmony & Synesthetics, p.19). Our suggestion is to follow these 4 steps to
essentially build synesthetic game objects/mechanics.

1. Dissect the mechanic/object into primitives(Soft & Hard metrics)
2. Ask yourself; Is risk/quantity of information/realistic style relevant to the characteristic you are
analyzing? Are the audiovisuals indicating this Risk/Information/realistic style?
3. How does it communicate this in context with other interconnected objects/mechanics?
4. If each characteristic is indicating the same risk/information/realistic style it can be considered
synesthetic

For example when designing a jump in a “Cartoony styled high difficulty platforming game”
one could have the character flail “Cartoonishly” in the air when reaching the max height of the
jump. This visual can be used to indicate a slower falling speed(together with some dust clouds)
which is then accompanied by sounds of the character struggling to stay airbound. This
example comes from Nintendo’s 1993 Super Mario Bros 2 using Luigi's jump mechanic.
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5.4.2 Creating a Harmonic system
While the speculated method for creating harmonic systems is reminiscent of how we create
synesthetic game objects/mechanics is fairly straightforward, creating a harmonic or resonating
system however is far more complicated. If we try to apply the multiple theories on harmonic
system design introduced in the background(2.9 Harmony & Synesthetics, p.19), we become
incentivised to string our values on something that resembles a sinus curve with both peaks and
valleys(global/local max values and min values) which is also known as amplitude. To establish
resonance and harmony is to play around with the amplitude of the communicated information
relaying its Size,Risk and perceived style(Realistic/Abstract). The timeline for measuring the
amplitude comes from the natural progression of playing the game itself, using key moments in
the game like encounters with enemies/obstacles, significant down time, or even exploration.
Something that should be noted is the inevitable biases when measuring the perceived values.
A solution to which is to perform several measurements with different players to establish an
average. In the example below you can see an example of a possible dissonant system which
makes its pattern unrecognizable and unpredictable with its risks, size of communicated
information and disposition to realistic/abstract style fluctuating with inconsistent values. In the
next chart however comes the representation of a harmonic system where these values either
sustain equilibrium or grow with resonance.
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5.5.Conclusion 2: A Harmonic Jumping Segment
With the help of the selected material presented in this paper(4.1.Critical analysis, p.20-23) one
could derive a systematic approach to designing harmony in a level with jumping as the main
mechanic can be summarized into seven steps.

1. Establish Dominant Genre
To find the games dominant genre we would need to look at what the main activity of the game
consists of. In a game centered around jumping which directly implies its genre(2.8.1 The
Dominant Genre, p.15), Action can be asserted to be its dominant genre

2. Establish Testing group with interest in said genre
Directly asking if players if they are interested in action games gives a wide range of players but
also combining this search to include players with affinities to different types of Intelligences(2.5
Perception & Experience, pp 9-12) could be considered even more advantageous. The reason
for this is to make sure your test group becomes free of majorities to the greatest possible
extent. The reason this is bad for your test is that it would give a narrower result meaning it
would become too focused on one type of testing group without showing any of the harsher
extremes between player perceptions.
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3. Establish a contextually accurate method of evaluating the games primitives & skill atoms
On the game side of the process we are identifying the game's components(2.4. What is a
Game Mechanic, 2.6 The “Jump” a mechanic or a skill, pp.8-9, pp.12-13) and further
establishing the measurable & audiovisual components(2.7 The “Characteristics” 13-15) of
those components while taking both hard & soft metrics(2.9 Harmony & Synesthetics) into
consideration.

4. Evaluate perceived risk, size of information, perceived style (realistic/abstract)
To begin evaluating the perception of gameobjects and mechanics they should first be made to
be synesthetic using the same process earlier described(5.4.1 Creating synesthetic
gameobjects/mechanics). Not all gameobjects reflect all three of the perceived values at all
times(Risk,size of information, realism) but the evaluation should still proceed indiscriminately
testing for these values with the testing group since the goal is to measure their perception of
them(Risk, size of information, realism) at each point of relevance in the game which in the case
of a jumping game could be focused at each “Jump” meaning each jump that is incentivised by
the games level. The simplest way of measuring perception would be to give the player a range
of numbers(let's say from 0-10) to indicate their own perception of how risky, complicated or
realistic each object was perceived during different segments of the game.

5.Place values on a chart displaying the game's progression timeline.
Just like earlier in this chapter(5.4.2.Creating a Harmonic system) the goal is to project these
values on a chart but instead individually and/or categorically depending on what’s more
interesting for your jumping game. It is however recommended to also show a chart depicting a
total average to give a sense of the general experience throughout but shouldnt be relied upon
for adjusting the games components instead the individual charts should be referenced.

6. Draw out desired results and adjust game values until results match desired outcome.
Due to the creative nature of designing systems this part is entirely up to the designer; The
frequency and amplitudes of a game’s events(especially within action games) are the tools the
designer uses to communicate its harmony and resonance.

7. Expand the vision
While harmony is often appreciated the harmony you establish might not always be perceived
by every player as there exists entire other dimensions of contextual preferences for different
aspects of the game(2.8.3 Player’s Context pp.16-17) while this can be argued to also be
derived from the vast differentiating dispositions of intelligences, the ideal way would be to test
your designed system with players that identify with the different descriptions of these
Intelligences(2.5 Perception & Experience, pp.10-13).
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5.6.Conclusion 3: How should we depend on frameworks?
The goal of establishing some recurring synergy between the theories was partly discovered.
We managed to establish three factors(Risk, Quantity of information,realism) of which the
authors in the material used to explain or reference different ludic experiences related to or
resembling “jumping” mechanics. While this model of understanding does not provide tools for
designing a “perfect jump” it can instead provide the tools for developing one that could
potentially appeal to a larger audience.
What the model strives to communicate is the importance and awareness of the game's
mechanical,interconnective and general attributes within the category of the aforementioned
three aspects/qualities (Risk, Quantity of Information, Realism). At the same time the
preferential composition of these aspects by the “average player” will be heavily contextual to
the target research group which requires a larger testing group. With that said it is noteworthy to
mention the evolving nature of the field which often makes testing for an average a vain effort.
Instead the perspective should be focused between the designer and the intended system as
the idea is for the designer to feasibly manage to develop a ludic concept of a jump mechanic
with some success in expressing its intended “feeling”. While an extensive analysis of a games
properties and perception might give an “accurate” perception of shorter segments, the larger
experience of a game is much more complicated, it could be argued that the optimal way could
be to opt back and forth between data collecting and then systematically implementing changes
or simply designing intuitively on ideas and testing them out.
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